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HOMECOMING IS BIG SUCCESS
"Family" Members
Galore Gather
In Glee

Religious Emphasis
Week, November 29
To December 3

Gathered 'neath the brilliant sunshine on a "just-cool-enough-forfootball-weather day," an estimate<t
• crowd of ·10,000 Prairie View Alumni, ex-students and friends took in
all of the glamour and glitter or
Homecoming, Saturday, November
14.
Beginning early Friday afternoon,
automobiles filed along "Spur 1098"
in a stl!ady stream, their destination "The Hill." Purple and gold
streamers and bunting showed up
beautifully atop radio aerials and
automobile hoods; and to "the colors" were added the smiles, fond
hellos, and exclamations of "Oh's
and Ah's" as old sights and new
wonders-additions to the campus
buildings and total plant-became
unfolded in the afternoon sunlight.
Homecoming, itself, was a spectacular event. Decorated floats, the
likes of which had never paraded
before Homecoming - spectators'
eyes beautiful coeds, thousands of
-----'0---"ba~k-homers," crowds - puslting,
laughing, chattering - o~erflowed
Highlighting the half-time activities during the, Alumni Association.
the grandstands at game time.
The Methodist Student Movement Homecoming Classic was the presentation o( "Miss\
On the extreme right foreground ~re Colonel H. Y.
Came the game, and the PAN.s a serene organization, but also Homeconung," ".Mi:-.ti Prairie. Yk"" a,1d attend nt,·, Cha.
l'.:ornmandant <•f the ROTC umt. and Dr. E. M .. "'l:lERS p-roc.E:eded to make Hom<>•
very lively on the campus. This or- and Miss ROTC.
, 'orri ~ hairman, Board of Director. and Committee j ;;ming a victorious event by capganization has quite a number of
Pictured in the foreground is Mrs. Katie J. W. on Special Projects of the Prairie View Alumni Asso- turino- the Grambling Tigers in a
prospects in store for the year.
Clay, "Miss Homecoming." She is an alumnus of the ciation.
.o ~core.
32
Recently, a party was given college and graduated in the class of 1885. On her
In the background are "Miss ROTC," Nola Jane
Half-time activities during which
among the members and many in- left is Dr. E .. B. Evans, President of the College, who I Simon and escorts; "Miss Prairie View," Opal Johnson the ROTC Drill Team, the Pantherteresting games were played. For ~resented he1· with a bouquet ~f roses, and on ~~r ri~ht and escort; and attendant, Edwardlene Fleeks and ettes, (all-coed drill squad supreme),
the Military Band and the majorexample: Identification, Black Ma- 1s Mr. W. D. Thompson, president of the Prame View I e cort.
gic, and Follow the Leade-. Everyettes performed excellently, made
one enjoyed himself immensely bethe fifteen-minute interval a most
cause of the wonderful prizes that
enjoyable one.
were given away.
Five members of the Student
Add to all this the "Homecoming
The President of this movement Welfare Committee for the 1963-54
Party" (Miss Homecoming, Miss
is Miss Gloria Anderson of Galves- term attended the executive counMembers of the Prairie View stu- ability to make decisions in life, and Prairie View, Miss ROTC, and the
ton, Texas, who states, "I will, to cil meeting of the Texas IntercolAttendant to Miss Prairie View)
the best of my ability, carry out legiate Student Association held at dent body and others who attended one must also develop a community and the picture of the event beconvocation,
November
19,
were
of
security
and
respect."
the activities that this student Baylor University, Waco, Texas, regreatly inspired by a message, "The
The Reverend Lincoln Maynard comes more vivid.
movement. has on the agenda for cently.
History of Homecoming, 1953, is
the year. I hope to carry on the
The purpose of the association is Role of the University in the Mod- Catchings, former PV-ite, and a na- now passed in actuality, but long
ern
World,"
delivered
by
the
Revtive
of
Houston,
has
been
appointed
activities in a manner similar to to provide the member-schools with
will remain the blissful memories
that of the President who preceded the opportunity to use this as a erend L. Maynard Catchings, of as Associate Secretary for I nter- associated therewith.
New York City.
racial and Intercultqral Relations on
me."
means of exchanging ideas with reOther officers of the club are: gard to the improvement of student
"The University should be a place the Student Services Staff of the
Vice-President, Gladys Sharkley; governments.
where students and teachers come National Board of the Y.M.C.A.
After graduating from Prairie
Secretary, Mildred Mark; Assistant
Plans were discussed in this meet- together in quest for truth and in
View and a short pe iod of teach~retary, Lottie Wright; Treasur- ing that will be part of the general an endeavor to demonstrate it,"
1 the B.D.
ing, Mr. Catchings received
er, Betty Booker.
program for the year. The various stated Rev. Catchings.
and M.A. degrees at Howard Uni'rhe purpose of this organization colleges in the state are divided inElaborating further on the impli(Continued on Page 6)
is to unite the member personalities to districts-each district and school cati.ons of the statement, Rev.
-----0•
----into a Christian fellowship. The ul- spo11soring a project that will "ad Catchings continued, "With the dis"The primary purpose of the "Y"
timate
aim and
is tothe
bring
students
o:f I___ (Continued
on _
Page
must
the campus
world,
together
__ _ _ __
...;;..._ 3).;.__ __ covery
_ __,;;__of
_ _truth,
_ _one
_ __
_ have
_ __the
Leadership Training Institute which
and closer to God.
Prairie View sponsors yearly, is to
train leaders for today and tomorEach year in the month of NoWe are free and obligated to
Six students from Southwestern row. Particularly is this true of the
vember, the Thanksgiving Holiday keep ourselves 'free-this is the Christian College, Terrell, Texas, youth from Texas, Oklahoma,
rNov. 15--Homecoming
receives a bit of attention through- American heritage;
visited our campus recently.
kansas and Louisiana ," stated Dr.
Nov. ' 15-Religious Services
out the nation. This is fitting; howWe accept and abide by a reliThey had been on an extensive J. L. Brown, Director of ExtramurNov. 17-Prayer Meeting
ever, one begins to wonder if it is gion which would make all men tour of the various high schools and al Activities and Conference DirecNov. 16
fitting enough'! Why be thankful brothers;
colleges of th'e State. This is a tor. The conference convenes, Deto
during only one season of the year?
\Ve are not handicapped in our choral group that specializes in cember 4-6.
Nov. 21-English Emphasis Week Why only one day?
thinking; quite the reverse is true unique arrangements of spiritualThe theme of the Institute is
Nov. 22-Religious Services
When 011e stops to consider the -it is ours to think! Think! and ists. Their repretoire also includes "Peace In A Troubled World." In
semi-classical and popular numbers connection with the Institute which
Nov, 24-Prayer Meeting
many things for which we should be think!
Members of the Student Welfare will be attended by approximately
Nov. 25-Y. M. C. A. Meeting
grateful, then one realizes that we
We who are blessed with the opNov. 26-Thanksgiving Holiday
cannot be thankful enough, Stop! portunity of seeking higher educa- Committee and the Student Life 400 __youth and adult leaders from
tion have every reason to be happy Department entertained the group. the four states comprising the
Nov. 28-Football Game, PC 'vs Let's count our blessings:
Members of the sextet were: Mrs. Southwest Area, Prairie View in
Southern (Baton Rouge,
We've escaped the direct rave.gee; for this special privilege;
We who have selected this insti- Clarissa Simon, Miss Jessie Arnep, cooperation with the Southwest
La)
of warefare;
We have and live in a land of tution have cause to be grateful un- Miss Nora Jackson, Miss Ethel Da- Area Council of the YMCA has
Nov. 29
to
abundancf:-plenty of natural and endingly, for the administrati.on vis, Mr. Alvertice Bowdre and Mr. made provisions for several out(Continued on Page 2)
Cloys Cecil.
( Continued on Page 6)
Dec. 3-Religious Emphasis Week human l'esources;

A general committee of students
and faculty personnel met recently
to formulate plans for Religious
Emphasis Week to be conducted
November 29 to December 3.
The general theme of the observance is, "Achieving The Abundant
Life" (John 10:10).
"Religious Emphasis Week seems
necessary in view of the fact that
much of our religion is only 'lip
service'," stated Mr. Lee C. Phillip,
Dean of the Chapel.
In planning for the observance,
student leadership, augmented with
faculty advisor/!, i's used throughout the programming.
General plans made by the Committee provide for: special convocations, classroom lecture-visitations, "Bull sessions," panel presentations, a refreshment hour, movies
and individual conferences.
Guest speakers to be presented
(Continued on Page 3)
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HOW THANKFUL CAN WE BE? VISIT CAMPUS
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PANTHERS! RATTLE THE RATTLERS!! in the Orange Bowl Classic

Miami, Florida, Dec. 5
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In!itructional staff of the Firemen's Training School included:
James R. Dobson, Henry D. Smith
and A. J. Fogaley of the A & M
College of Texas; Chief Eugene
Sanders, Fire Prevention Chief,
Fire In ·urance Department, Austin;
Chief G. C. Adams, Houston Fire
Department; J. P. Cotton, Assistant Chief Motor Inspector, The
Texas Company, Houston; Chief _T.
C. Pickett, Sunnyside Volunteer
Fire Department; Chief A 1~ x
Branch, Acreage Home Volunteer
Fire Department; and Chief F. G.
Fry, Prairie View A & M Fire Department.
Registered In the school were:
Thomas L. Allen, Willie Ellis, Douglas Fairbanks, Leslie 0. Fields, Jerome Henderson, T. C. Pickett and
Frank Rose of Houston; Earl E.
John'l!on, Fort Worth; Malvin M.
McGhee, McNair; Issac Bennett Jr.,
James E. Dailey, Francis G. Fry,
Tierry Gaines, Willie Gipson, Daniel N. Herndon, Edward Johns, Alvis Lee, H. A. Perkins, Cecil Richards, O. D. Thomas, Harold G.
Washington, C. L. Wilson, Samuel
R. Collins and D. W. Martin, Prairie
View.
Dr. J. L. Brown, Director of Extramural Services at Prairie View,
is coordinator of Conference activities.

1953

ALPHA PI MU ORGANIZES
The foremost club on the campus,
the Alpha Pi Mu affiliate chapter
of the Alpha Kappa Mu, organized
recently.
Spearheaded by Mr. Cluren Richardson as President, the club has as
its goal to present worthwhile projects to the student body to spur interest in them to achieve and maintain high scholastic averages.
Other officers are: Eleanor Fry,
Vice-President; Opal Johnson, Secretary; Emma Rose Wright, As•
sistant Secretary; Joyce Amey, Parliamentarian; Edwardlene M. Fleeks
Reporter; Dollene Ayers, Chairman,
Program Committee.
The club is seeking new members. Qualifications are: You must
have at least 60 semester hours and
a general average of 2.3.

FIREMEN'S TRAINING SCHOOL HELD
"Learn to Do by Doing" i Theme
"In a training school such as lhi ·,
we learn to do by doing," stated
Colonel H. R. Brayton in the opening essi.on of the Firemen's Trainin~ School.
The school, fil'st of its kind to be
held for Negroes both within the
tate, and reputedly, in the nation
was held on the campus recently.
Colonel Brayton, Texas Engineering Extension Service, Agricultural and Mechanical College of
Texas, as Director of the School
stated, "Your job is important,
whether in uniform or when relaxing."
He continued, "when wearing a
badge, be proud of the professionas doctors, teachers, lawy~rs arefor you render service to human
mankind."
In welcoming the Conference
membership, President E. B. Evans
predicted "that this Firemen's
Training School will become one of
the greatest services that we
(Prairie View) can render to the
citizens of this State."
"We are not dealing in numbers,
for at this Conference, we are interested in quality; no tquantity,"
he concluded.
The Conference was conducted by
the Engineering Extension Service
fn cooperation with the Texas Educational Agency, Division of Trade
and Industrial Education.

3<),

"MISS PRAIRIE VIEW"-Lovely, winsome and studious is coed,
Opal Johnson, recently elected as "queen of '53-'M." "Miss Prairie View"
is a native of Tyler; a graduate of Johnson High School, Corrigan; a
Mathematics major and Spanish minor. Her hobbie include dancing,
reading, and "going places."

HOW THANKFUL(Continued from Page 1)
and staff of the College spare no
pains to prepare us for a worthwhile participation in our American
society.
How thankful can we be T Not
thankful enough!
Let us on Thanksgiving Day concentrate on giving a solemn rededication of "self" to the parents,
school, church, state and nation to
the extent that our lives will reflect
the spirit of Christianity to all who
behold us.
-the PANTHER STAFF

WCKY STRIKE
REPRESENTATIVE
Roscoe Gibson has been selected
by the Student Marketing Institute
of New ·York to be the LUCKY
STRIKE Student Representative on
the Prairie View College Campus.
As Student Representative, he
will be preesnting members of the
student body with sample paskages
of LUCKY STRIKE cigarettes
throughout the school year to ac~naint the campus with th~ qualities of this product of The American Tobacco Company, and will be
glad to cooperate with campus organizations in planning college
ft.oats, decorations, dances, parties,
smokers, carnival booths, etc., using a LUCKY STRIKE theme. The
Representative will also cooperate
with local campus stores to increase
their cigarette sales. The current
campaign, one of the most intensive
ever conducted in the college field,
ls aimed at maintaining LUCKIES'
status as the most popular cigarette
in the nation's colleges, as established by a nationwide survey conducted in May, 1953.
As LUCKY STRIKE Representative, he will be participating in a
professional, national campaign in
which he will "earn-while-he-learns"
practical techniques of business to
supplement theory learned in the
classroom. He was selected on the
basis of a personal interview by an
SMI Regional Supervisor from applicants recommended by the campus SMI Faculty Supervisor and
has been carefully trained in the
activities he will conduect.
In addition to gaining valuable
experience, the Student Representative will receive a "Certificate of
Commendation," signed by the Faculty Supervisor and an SMI executive, describing his work for The
American Tobacco Company. This
certificate, which is proof of marketing experience, has helped many
former SMI Representatives secure
excellent positions in the business
world.

PANTHERS,
WIN ORANGE

BLOSSOM
CLASSIC!

LATEST COLLEGE SURVEY SHOWS LUCKIES LEAD AGA
/~~...❖ -

•••

Last year a survey of leading colleges
throughout the country showed that
smokers in those colleges preferred
Luckies to any other cigarette.
This year another nation-wide survey
- based on thousands of actual student
interviews, and representative of a11
students in regular colleges-shows that
Luckies lead again over all brands, regular or king size . .. and by a wide margin!
The No. 1 reason: Luckies taste better.
Smoking enjoyment is all a matter of .
~ . and the fact of the matter is Luckies
taste better-for 2 reasons. L.S./M."!.'.T.
-Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. An
Luckies are made better to taste bett~,.
So, Be Happy-Go Lucky!

·ust-a sec,
al
\ re\alt for J 1·1 ht
,..hen _,, ~trike I 9.,.,:r taste
A- .alu=Y
.
be~...~ m1\dnes5 ' .J ,. ,.ht!
\ fjf\Q ,.,..
ki-" a "e •~
Make S"'o ',;,
G ossmatt

-.
•

Bernard 8. t
tliettt Califottl'a
uruversit1 of sou

Where's your iingle?
It's easier than you think to
make $25 by writing a Lucky
Strike jingle like those you see
in this ad. Yes, we need jingles
-and we pay $25 for every one
we use! So send as many as you
like to: Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.
AMERICA'S LEADING MANUi'ACTUll&R OJ' Cl~TTU
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Junior NFA Makes
Big Plans

Sociology Club
The Sociology Club met and oranized for the school year. The
initial meeting was quite interesting and enjoyed by the representative group of majors, minors and
staff members of the Sociology Department.
Officers selected to steer the organization this year were: Walter
Griffin, President; Cecil Wright,
Vice-President; Jimmie Phillip, Secretary; Barbara Lewis, Assistant
Secr~tary; Annie Kelley, Treasurer; Myrtle J. Green, Chaplain; Obie
Calton, Sgt.-at-arms; Lynsday Vickers and Audrey Scott, Supervisors of activities.
The purpose of the Sociology club
as set forth by the president, Walter Griffin, is to secure understanding of human relationships in society and to intermingle in the society to develop personalities tqat
are" "tops."

The Junior N. F. A. organization
met recently for its first session of
the year. Edward V. Hill, the class
president for the school year,
opened the meeting and introduced
the speakers, Dudley DeRouen and
the senior class president, Cluren
Richardson.
The co-sponsor of the New Farmers of America (Junior), Dr. A. N .
Poindexter, made remarks pertaining to the organization's activities
which have been planned for the
school term.
For the most part, the meeting
was designed to discuss important
business matters pertairting to the
organization.
Officers for the year are: Edward V. Hill, President; Robert
Green, vice-president; Thaddeus
McDonald, secretary; Bobby Fortson, treasurer; Wilson Henry, reThe above photo bespeaks gayety, does it not? Barbara porter; Nathaniel Rex Conner, soJ. Oliver is dormitory president; Mattie R. Smith is cial chairman; and Louie Riley, fithe Director of Programs, and Mrs. Lelia J. Rogers nance chairman.
Reported by
is Matron-supervisor of NY A No. 3.
Nathaniel Rex Conner

-❖•'

CLUB CELEBRATES IN COSTUME. The NYA
No.
3 Merry Maid Club passed a belated Halloween
VETERAN CLUB l EWS
celebration
in a gay and festive manner. They presentAt a recent meeting of the Veterans Club, Miss Claudett Nickens ed a three-act drama, "The Witches' Carnival," and
was elected "Miss V" for the 1953- topped it off with nothing less than a delicious repast.
54 school year.
Miss Nickens is a Junior in the
field of Clothing and Textiles. She
is an honor student and a member
Tuffie Evan11, '54, veteran debat;..
of the YWCA, Charm Club, KOB'S
or, was elected president of the
All clubs interested in the "Queen Varsity Debating Society, in a
and Feature Editor of the PANof Clubs" contest-usually spon- meeting held recently in the AdTHER.
The machinery of the club has be- sored by THE PANTHER each ministTation A.uditorium, for the
gun to work smoothly and all mem- spring-should write a letter to the
bers have pledged their full support Office of Public Information, Box THE PANTHER office before Deto make this a very successful year. 2817, Campus, declaring their in- cember 1.
We, the members of THE PANThere is a standing invitation for terest or lack of interest in the
project.
THER staff, thank you for your coall vets to join.
This information should be in operation in this matter.

Will There Be Another Tullie Evans, Student
Debating Head
"Queen of Clubs"
Contest?

STUDENTS ATl'END(Continued from Page 1)
vertise" the importance and significance of this organization.
Prairie View will be in charge of
the TISA scrapbook. This is a collection of articles, pictures and other memos of various schools showing the achievements that have been
made in their student governments.
A program that will embrace all
member colleges is an exchange program between schools of different
types of entertainment featuring
local talent.
The next meeting of the executive council will be held the first of
February, and the state convention
sometime in April.
Members of the Prairie View Student Welfare Committee attending
were: Edwardlene Fleeks,
THER Editor; George Washington,
Junior Class President; Essex
Fowlks, Junior Class Student RepreFentative; Samuel A. Anderson,
Sophomore Class President; and
Mrs. Blanche Johnson Harris and
Mr. C. H. Nicholas, who served as
:faculty advisors.

PAN-,

R~LIGIOU~
'.. (Continued from Page 1)
•
1.1re: Dr. Henry C. Bunton, Director
of the educational program for
youth in the C.M.E. Church, Chicago, Illinois; Reverend E. A. Smith,
Pastor, St. Paul M. E. Church, San
Antonio, Texas; Reverend E. E.
Pierson, Houston, and Dr. Henry
Allen Bullock, Head, Department
of Sociology and Social Research,
Texas Southern University.
Student leaders for the observance are: George Joyce, Estelle
Kearney, J. I. Hill, Betty Newsome,
Ceasar Roy, Dudley DeRouen, Cleo
Woodard, Gloria Anderson, Edwardlene Fleeks, Herbert DeRouen
and Burnace Hall.
'
Associated with Religious Emphasis Week in an advisory capacity
are the following faculty personnel:
L. C. Phillip, N. C. Harden, Miss A.
L. Campbell, O. J. Baker, J. M.
Drew, T. P. Dooley, Mrs. M. B. Davis, Mrs. Z. M. Coleman, J. A. Richardson, Samuel Collins, G. R. Woolfolk.
Dr. J. L. Brown, Director of Extramural Services, is coordinator
of the overall program.

em.Tent ~chool year. Other officers
elected include Burnis Hall, '54, vete:ran dehator, vice-president; Margaret Lewis, '56; recording secretary; Alioe Squire, '56, correspondi.Dg secretary; Elijah Miles, '54,
taieasurer; and S. A. Anderson, '56,
Parliamentarian. The debating topic
for the year is: "To Have or Not to
Have an American Free-Trade Poliey...
Approximately 60 students were
present who became affiliated with

the society. Faculty advisors present were: Miss A. Y. Campbell,
Head, Department of English and
Romance Languages; Dr. Earl Lewis, Professor of Political Science;
and Mrs. Georgia Levy, Professor
of Political Science. Miss Campbell
told the group the different things
the society plan sto do this year.
She remarked, "Debating helps develop breadth, depth, and height
necessary in attaining higher education.''

Here are two points to remember when y ou buy a new car!.· ••
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Tho thrilHng " Two-Ten"

.(,door

sedan .

With 3 great new series, Chevrolet offers

tho Wl<NJI choice of "'odel1 I• ill fi•ld,

PRICES
of any line in its field I
f

MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLn s
THAN ANY OTHER CAR !

.

Look at Chevrolet! You'll see that it brings Y_?U big-car styling,
smo?thly_ roun?ed Fisher Body beauty, and a nch, roomy, colorful mtenor with Safety Plate Glass all around in sedans and
coupes. Features ordinarily found only in higher-priced cars.
Drive a Chevrolet! You'Jl be equally impressed by the outstanding pick-up and power as well as the smoothness and quietness of its advanced high-compression Valve-in-Head engine.
Test Chevrolet's handling-ease and riding-ease/ You'll find that
this car alone combines the greater comfort and convenience of
Powerglide automatic driving,• Power Steering* and the KneeAction Ride-just as it alone gives the protection of Jumbo-Drum
Brakes, largest in Chevrolet's field.
And here' the best news of all. Chevrolet offers all these finecar adva°:tages at the lo":'est p_rices and with exceptional economy.
Come m, see and dnve this car, at your earliest convenience!
•Op//onal at extra cost. Combination of Powerglide automatic transmission
and 115-h.p. "Blue-Flame" engine available on "Two-Ten" and Bel Air
models. Power Sturing available on all models.

SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS!
Conveniently listed under "Automobiles" in your local classified telephone directory
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EDITORIALLY....................
SPEAKING
...
.
Political Spotlight
.,.,

By Edwardlene Fleeks
On stage with the political potlight focused upon him, is
Earl Warren, the new Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
A· the curtain· are drawn into the wings the "audience" wonders how well this "star'' will play his role. He i following in
the footstep of some great legal adversaries-will he meet or
urpa their achievements in the great "production"'?
There has been ome dis ention as to Warren's capabilities
in fulfilling thi · position. By pa ing up other associate justice with eniority and wide legal experence, doe th exemplify
party loyalty on Pre ident Eisenhower'· part or is it a just
recognition of Warren's ability'?
Warren has had a rather extensive background in the
field of law. After graduating from the University of California's law chool in 1914, he spent three years as a junior
lawyer in San Francisco and Oakland law firms.
He served in the capacity of city attorney for Oakland in
1919-1920; deputy district attorney for Alameda . County in
1920-25; district attorney in 1925-39; and was elected attorney
general of California in 1938. In 1942, he wa victorious as
Republican nominee for governor of California. During his
political career as chief executive of the state, Warren faced
and solved many of the problems that confronted him successfully; his wise judgeship appointments greatly improved the
caliber of the California bench.
On his past experience will Earl Warren, the 14th chief
justice of the United States, continue to serve the American
people and live up to the demands of his position? When the
eurtains are finally drawn on this "drama" will the critics
boo or applaud hi performance? The spotlight is on himand time will tell.

On Being More Considerate

Stop for a moment! Think! There is among us one with
whom we come in contact almost daily, but she i often taken
for granted. She is your friend and she is here to serve you.
She would appreciate a little kindness and consideration on
your part. No one likes to be taken for granted. Most of us
expect her to be there at all time·, and we complain the instant
she is not able to comply with our every whim, instantly. This
person is your local telephone operator. She is a human being
and would appreciate being treated as such.
You have heard people say, "I would like to have that easy
job." Little do they know about the many duties the operator
performs. Try to imagine yourself sitting in one place for
eight con ecutive days, "Number please"; "Thank You," over
and over about 240 times each hour. To that, add; taking incoming and recording all outgoing long-distance calls; giving
general information such as-bus chedules, Hempstead and
campus movie schedules, correct time, providing information
relative to how long light , water and steam will be off-and
receiving, acknowledging and sending telegrams. That should
give you some idea of what she does. Obviously, the telephone
operator is not a lady of leisure.
If each person would try to remember these thing when
they call, it will make the situation much better:
Whenever possible, call by number :
If the number is not known, ask the operator, then make
a note of it so that it will be on hand the next time;
When the number is busy, give the persons a chance to
finish their conversation before attempting to call again; someone may be placing a lon,g-distance call at the moment you are
trying to call-give the operator a chance to get to you.
Keep in mind that there are over two thousand people on
the ~mpus, over two hundred telephones, and only fifteen answering plugs on the switchboard operated by only one operator. All thi means that someone will have to wait.

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER
Published monthly in the intere t of a Greater Prah-ie View A.&M. College.
The PANTHER serves as the voice of the Students of Pantherland.

A MEMBER OF THE INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS
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.. .. Edwardlene Fleeks
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Lestee Caesar
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. Loston Harris, Leon Henderson
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THE HAPPENINGS

Letters to the Editor
On a return trip to the campus
recently, Miss Theresa Nichols and
Delores Trahan had the privilege of
meeting and talking with Senator
Price Daniel. While conversing with
Senator Daniel, the conversation inevitably flowed to the subject of
Prairie View, and he made the following remarks:
"I am glad to send greetings by
you to the PANTHER and to the
student body of Prairie View College. I know of your good work and
have always been a sti·ong supporter of the college.
"Please express my best wishes
and continued interest to those of
your Faculty and Student Body."
·
Sincerely,
Price Daniel
U. S. Senator

MUSIC FOR
MILLIONS

Jazz in some ways is comparable
to a star-some always enjoy it no
matter where they are! Yes-its im'pressive and equipped with everything a person could be looking for
if they are music lovers and jazz
fans.
Discs hitting the top these days
are "Small Hotel" and "Blu Blop
Blues" by The Count, Don Day's
"Moulin Rouge," Ella Fitzgerald's
"You'll Have to Swing It," Oscar
Peterson's Trio doing "Lady be
Good," "I Was Doing All Right"
and "Sophisticated Lady" and lest
we forget "Chicken Rhythm" and
"You, You, You" by Slim Gailliard.
Volume 15 of the Jazz at the Philharmonic could be like the Norman
Invasion! Why? In it you will find
Young's "I Can't Get Started,"
Shaver's "Summertime," Eldridge's
"It's the Talk of the Town," Peterson's "Tenderly", and others all
worth lending an ear to!
All jazz lovers bend an ear when
the music is brassy and good or cool
and easy especially if they are by
favorites like Charlie Ventura, Ted
Heath, Charlie Christian, Benny
Goodman, Lester Young, Sy Oliver
and others.
Say-if you didn't attend the Nat
"King" Cole and Sarah Vaughn
concert in Houston the past weekend-you really missed a treat. Bye
now and remember-Music is for
Millions!

ao, 1953

Hi gals and gals, let:; turn all the lights low-have just enough glow
and let the happenings on the hill smoothly flow!
Samuel Anderson wishe: to express his appreciation for the magnmity
of hi · friends for voting him President of the Sophomore Class.
Jack McKinnis-it seems that you are falling in the footsteps of
Napeleon-by meeting your waterloo with a certain Junior coed-M.W.!
Willie Grigg ·, could you tell why you like brown eyes-Doesn't Charlsetta
Vin ·on have them? ? ? ? ? ?
There has been a lot of conversation between a Junior coed with
initials C. R. and a fella by the name of James Green-I wonder what it
is they are talking about!
"My Old Flame" eems to be the theme song of Fred Burnett. Well,
it seems that William Smith has finally come down to earth or has Miss
Simon floated up to the clouds where he was?? ? ? ?
Former ROTC officer:; ft many smiles, sighs and rings after a
recent visit to the campus. It seems as if Leo Moore left smiles, eh
Jessie Hamiltoij? - Harold argent left sighs and Roosevelt Miles left
the ring!
E,·a Foster-let'. come d ~n to earth-get that gleam out of your
eyes-by the way who put it there!
A member of the Panther staff with the initials M. A. is wearing a
wan smile the e days and she looks lovely. Is it because of the return
of a certain young man that has been talked about so much lately?
Well Cleo Donley and Phillip Scranton-I wonder, or do I know that
"All Over Again" is the melody that makes your hearts skip a beat?
Ceasar Roy, there is an old saying, "you can't keep a good man down"how good are you-know you get the implication.
Blackshear may not be the most impressive dormitory on the campus
but Tullie Evans seems to think so! .. Maybe there is someone who lives
there that's irresistable-some things are gratis you know!
Listen Carl Williams-stop sleeping so much-maybe you need some
female company-Bubble Hodge, do you have eyes for a certain Senior
coed namely-well never mind!
It doesn't take people long to do what they want to do-does it-Bobbie Brown????
ATTENTION: BUREAU OF LONELY HEARTS: Our prospects for
this issue are: Sedalia Brooks, Deloris Curtis, Jesse Green, Rose Johnson,
Franklin Fisher, L. C. Pruitt, Earnestine Ryan, Germaline Harkless,
Goldia Turner, Raymond Whiten, Lena Mae Vinson, Sawyer Bynam,
Eugene Treadwell, Daisy Buford, Henry Buckley, Benjamin Ricketts,
Wilfred Pryor- and Calvin Williams-girls-are you going to let him
stay loose!
,
Couples of the month are LaRuth Maye and Emory Harper; Freddie
Hill and Iva Jewell Sneed; Waymond Whitting and Alice Squire; John
Simmons and Mildred Mark.
Senior girls-attention please! What is happening to your feminine
touch where the males are concerned? Let's not have to form an old
maids club!
Bye now-and yell your loudest at the Homecoming game-Remember
-we all appreciate someone 1·ooting for us-it makes us surmont many
odd - that probably we wouldn't otherwise!

I

FASHION NOTES

Accessories, For What?
Every now and then, for most of us, there comes a day when we
like to express originality and individuality. Accessories may be the
outlet for this feeling.
As for accessories, they are the American way to give a ready-made
outfit a made-to-order kok; they explain the success of fifty million
shirt-dresses. In a land of mass produced fashion, accessories give us
back our identity. A stole may give any dress an undeniable air. Earrings
can switch a day dress sharply to a stunning night ensemble. If a striped
cummerbund is substituted for the belt that came with the dress, even
the designer of the outfit may fail to recognize her product.
A woman should choose her accessories with the same regard for
l
beauty and quality that she uses in choosing her clothes. Accessories are
Orchids to the Junior Class for used to better the appearance of an outfit, so let us be fa · hionwise in
their superb vesper program.
selecting accessories for our wardrobe.
Onions to the fellows who made Men! Men! Men!!!
so muc hnoise during the Freshman
For any big football weekend, welcome the team (and your date)
Talent Revue.
. looking your sporty best. For the opening kickoff, here are the fashion
Orchids to Richard Mingo who signals.
withstood all jibes when performThe era of racoon coats and baggy pants, (as seen in "Has An body
in gwith such grace!
Seen My Gal"), has pa,sed out of blessed existence. Why? Becau. the
Onions to the students that are sound, sensible outdoor type o.f men in the present generation prefer
majoring in "Recology" and minor- colorful, carefully cut outfits when they'l'e on the move. This is t
ing in "Campusology!"
first signal in the football stadium.
•
Orchids to Holland Bynum who
Color combinations add the zest to the sporty outfit. What is more
did such a fine job of EMCeeing at eyecatching than several tones mingled in one fabric in the long sport
the Freshman talent show!
coats and jackets!
Onions to those students who perCompound colors -require related neckwear of woven ribbon or spaced
sist in cutting line in the Dining figures with coordinating · ocks and fashionable shoes.
Hall.
Choose ignals for you and GO TO THE GAME!!!
Orchids to the Panthers who performed so superbly during the half
1
IMPORTANT REMINDER!!
time activities at the Homecoming
Classic.
j
Onions to all those people who
couldn't attend Sunday worship
•
•
services the day after Homecoming i

•
0 re h"ds and Onwns

I

to
Deans, Directors, Coordinators

•

because of their Saturday "spree".!
COLLEGE OBJECTIVES DUE
Orchids to Edwardlene Fleeks and I
Jessie Greene for being successful
contestants in the National oPetry
Contest.
Onions to all those hepsters who ·--✓
--------------------------~
,
persist in jitterbugging on a crowded dance floor.
Orchids to the English Club for
their sponsoring such unique programs during English Emphasis
Week.
Onion sto all those clubs that
didn't participate in the Homecom·
mg
para de.

on or before
DECEMBER 1, 1953

I

BEAT
THE
JAGUARS
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WINNING "GUESS WHO" LETTER

MAY THE
PANTHERS
I BLOSSOM

(OCTOBER ISSUE)
In the "Guess Who" article which appeared in the last issue of THE
PANTHER, Freshmen were asked to submit identification-description
letters of the person whose picture was printed .
....... The winning identification-description is as follows:
The Panther
P. 0. Box 2817
Prairie View A & M College
I, Valeria Jean Fry, have identified the picture in THE PANTHER ·
to be Miss Jean K. Norri .
Miss Norris was a member of the 1951 graduating class of Prairie
View A & M College. She was very studious, sincere, dignified, versatile,
gentle, charming, ardent, a lover and composer of fine poetry, and also
a member of the Alpha Pi Mu.
"Little Memories" was written by Miss Norris, and was accepted
for publication in the annual Anthology of College Poetry.
The Anthology is a compilation of the finest poetry written by college
men and women of America, representing every section of the country.
You see, Miss Norris made a great contribution to the Negro race.
Miss Norris is also the writer-composer of "Streetcar Adventure,"
which appears in the "America Sings, 1949," Anthology of Col!ege Poetry.
She wrote the dedication to the Panther Annual, 1952, wh1ch reads as
follows: "We commemorate the progress of the Negro from the time of
his enslavement through his gradual assertion as an American citizen
until today, the' beginning of the second half of the twent!eth century.
To the Progress of Prairie View A&M College, which casts its small but
imposing shadow on the larger field of progress, we d~icate. o_ur efforts
on the seventy-fifth anniversary. May that irrepressible spirit ever be
an impetus to move us to greater endeavors and accomplishments."
Miss Norris was an English major and on November 1, 1950, she was
elected president of the English Club.
.
.
After graduating from Prairie View A _& M ~Jlege, Miss Jean_ Nor:1s
furthered her education by attending and graduatmg from the Uruversity
Miss Juanita Inman, charming daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Inman of Iowa, where she was well noted. At the present time, Miss Norris
of San Antonio, Texas, is Miss Pautherette for this issue. Having a is teaching school.
Chapter
winning personality, this frosh coed is already· a popular addition to
Sincerely,
"the hill."
Member of T. A.., S.
Valeria Jean Fry
The Prairie View chapter of the
bellies and afoot, through 10-foot
Texas
Academy of Scienceis a
tall grass and tunnels hundreds of
strong and active one. It has had
yards long, to reach the home of the
two members in the past two years
By Edwardlene Fleeks
cannibals, Amok, 14 miles inland on
to hold top offices in the Academy.
Flaming across the heavens,
Two students of the college, Ed- the island of Malekula.
Its backdrop, the sky all aglow,
wardlene Fleeks and Jesse Greene,
The cannibals assigned them to a
The Prairie View chapte1· .of the
The limitless boundaries of space its stage,
have written poems which have been hut which housed the fantastic
TAS holds that, "We of the AcadeIts audience, earth-watching below.
adopted for publication in the Ann- headdress-and soon the ceremony 1
my believe that the best way to proual Anthology of College Poetry.
began-the painted men danced for
mote scientific growth is through
Beauty that illuminates the universe,
The National Poetry Association three hours-it was the ceremony of
people working together with one
Seeming omnipotent in its glary,
which publishes the Annual Anthol- hog killing time.
objective in vi~w."
Beautifully alone-startingly brief,
ogy of College Poetry accepted the
Exhausted and frightened the
Its life, a sho1·t, short story.
The Academy accomplishe~ thi.!,
_ p_qf!mS "A Meteor" and "On Real- group retired to the hut--for sleep
by giving members with the same
ism" written by Miss Fleeks and and contemplation-the sleep was
It falls earthwordinterests a chance to meet each
,tr. Greene, respectively.
not forthcoming but the contemplaThe spectato1·, stops and ponders,
other, discuss their interests and
Miss Fleeks is a senior from tion was. Every few minutes a canIt plunges, extinguishing, and exploding,
carry on correspondence with each
Texarkana, Texas, majoring in Bus- nibal or two would appear in the
Scattering dust on Nature's wonders.
other. An annual meeting and seciness Administration and minoring hut and grunt. Finally the guide
tional meetinA"s are held for this
in English. She is editor of the stu- ur~ed the Americans to leave, imA few pa1·ticles, that's all that's left
purpose. Regular meetings are held
dent publication, THE PANTHER. mediately. They did.
On a hillside ot· field of clover,
at which papers are read and disMr. Greene, is a senior from Wei-, Objective of the trip was to go
Out
of sight now, gone forever,
cussed by the members. Speakers
nrnr, Texas, majoring in English to the unexplored places on the
Its brief life finished-over!
are brought in to talk to the group
and minoring in Romance Languag- globe and where white men had nevfrequently.
es.
er been seen before-and the experi- the men six to one-and in the TuoThe trip was not all a matter of
The Anthology is a compilation of ence with the cannibals was the
The Collegiate Academy of the
the finest poetry written by the first time these cannibals had seen motos where a 10-cent comb can be strange people, strange foods and
Texas Academy of Science is an
adventurous
romance
in
the
out-ofcollege men and women of Ameri- a white man.
bartered for pearls.
organization designed to promote
ca, representing every section of tke
The "Yankee's" log reveals the
Easter Island with its strange, way places-Moeller and his ship- scientific interest among the colcountry. Selections were made from following names and places the grotesque statues that face the sea, mates were received most every- leges and universities of Texas. The
thousands of poems submitted to group visited: Colon and Balboa in Moeller showed with illustrated pie- where as celebrities, feted and members are constantly devising
the ational Poetry Association.
the Panama Canal Zone, Taboga tures-Hawaii beach, Samoa-Tom- dined-and on the islands where new methods to produce greater inThe winning poems appear on Island, crossing the equator with man, where dead bodies are smoked American soldiers and sailors were terest in science.
th
stationed during World War II,
is page.
shellbacks initiating pollywogs be- and dried-Siam with its temples
they were hailed with "hello, Joe."
The Prairie View Chapter has
fore the Court of Neptune-Salinas and pagoda dancers-Zanzibar and
"I am now convinced," Moeller many plans :for the current school
and Guayaquil and the high Andes its spices-scrambled ostrich eggs
said, "that a poor man can accom- year. Among those plans are the
mountains in South America-In- in modern Cape Town, South Africa
plish almost anything-just so long annual meeting at Galveston and
defatigable island in the Galapogos a11 of these the group say-it was
as he wants it and is not afraid of presentation of papers at the meetgroup, home of giant turtles-Rapa the most fantastic experience man
plenty of hard work."
ing.
C LLEGE STATION, Texas, Nov Island where the women outnumber . can have,'' Moeller said.
-(Spl)-"Long pig," the term
used for human flesh favored by
cannibals had a personal meaning
for a group of Americans on the
Philippe de Courtville
island of Malekula in the southToo often we have evaded reality
west Pacific, as they watched some
200 cannibals in a full dress cereThat realism is come the lost ~cree;
mony.
We live not in nor on the earth,
"More better we go quick," a
We even deny our noble birth ;
guide admonished the adventurous
Humans, we be not, but demi-gods,
Americans, following the ceremony.
We be our saints, our most noble lords.
They left immediately.
The trek into cannibal land, Rey
Moeller, commercial engineer in the
We say not what we think at all;
meter and instrument sales division
We say what others would us;
of the General Electric Company,
Kissing the ground, we stoop not, nor fall;
Lynn, Mass., said at t'he public utiliWe yearn, and say not, for power . . . lust .
ty short course for electrical metermen held at Texas A. and M. ColOurselves, we see not, merely varnish,
lege this week, was one of many
adventures.
When into a reflector we peer;
Shipwreck at sea, visits to
Someday, will our sheer coat tarnish?
strange places, a visit to Pitcairn
Will others, as we, they, us, sneer?
island where the men who mutinied
VETERANS CLUB chooses its favorites. Recently, the Veterans Club
against Capt. William Bligh settled
Oh, to be our naked, solemn selves,
chose four co-eds t o run for the title of "Miss V" (Miss Veteran) . Those
and other places were related in an
lovelies elected (from left to right) were: Cods Eva Jean Fo ter, Jean
illustrated talk by Moeller.
To see ourselves as we really are;
Simmon,
Ina Belle Daniels and Claudette Nickens (s~lected as "Miss V").
Accompanied by a guide Moeller
To climb down off these pillars, these shelves,
Officers of the club who sponsored the candidates were (standing- left
and ,,is small group went' on their
To see ourselves, both at near and from afar ....
to right): Le tee Caesar, Harold Blow, Albert Taylor, and Adolph Hauntz•
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1954 TRUCK LINE
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Panther Salo es

The G. l.'s

inch heavy-duty chassis, the body
of this multi-purpose truck measLt. William R. Downey, a memures a full 12 feet inside the stakes. ber of the graduating class, Prairie
Loading heights on the stake mod- View, 1953; Panther football capels are lower, rear corners have tain, 1951, was recently awarded
been rounded and the stakes them- the Silver Star.
selves are higher, extending 42
In impressive ceremonies, men of
Truck operator· will have an op- inches from the body floor on the the 31st Infantry Division marchportunity to see the new vehicles nine- and twelve-foot bodies.
ing in a sixteen-man front paraded
in an exclu~ive truck display at
Major changes are reported in at the Atterbury Air Strip in full
Chevrolet dealers' showrooms at the new Thriftmaster and Loadmas-1 dress review for the purpose of decthat time. Improvements in every ter truck engines. Increased com- , orating three Silver Star Medal
part of the vehicle-engine, chas- pression ration of 7.5 to 1 provides winners.
sis and body-have been designed gi·eater economy and 112 horsepowThe three men who "were awardwith an eye to current and future er, resulting in higher top speed, ed the Silver Star for their superior
needs of truck owners and drivers. faster acceleration and improved bill bravery and gallant performance
Among the more important ad- climbing ability. Added durability against the enemy in Korea" were
vancements are the following fea- and smoother operation result from presented their decorations by the
tures:
full-pressure lubrication, l i g ht- C~mmanding General of the Post,
weight
alumninum pistons, insert- Gen. Harry J. Collins.
1. Three new engines, with inLt. Downey is a member of the
creased horsepower and outstanding type connecting rod bearings, more
rigid
crankshaft
and
connecting
155th
Infantry Regiment, Medical
economical performance, include
the most powerful truck engine ever rods and strengthened valve-operat- Detachment, stationed at Camp Ating mechanisms. Exhaust valve ro- terbury, Indiana.
built by Chevrolet.
tators, XRC valves and chrome top
Pvt. James Tatum, who graduat2. Automatic transmissions op- piston rings are standard on the ed in the Class of '52, and now astional through the one-ton (10,000 Loadmaster.
signed to Company "E" 86th Regilbs. GVW) model range,
For heavy-duty models the most ment, 10th Infantry Division, Fort
3. Increased durability, with powerful truck engine in Chevrolet Riley, Kansas, was recently preheavier axle shafts in the two-ton history, the Jobmaster is offered as I sented in a piano recital at Junction
models, bigger clutches on light- .optional equipment. It provides City, Kansas.
After graduating from PV, Pvt.
and heavy-duty models and more greater _po~er for acceleration and
rigid frames on all models. Option- grade-chmbmg. The need for opera- Tatum entered the University of
al heavy-duty three-speed transmis- tion in low gear is reduced, produc- Michigan and earned a master's desions available on light- and med- ing longer engine life and economy. gree in music from that University.
While attending graduate school
ium-duty models offer greater gear With displacement of 261 cubic inches
and
a
compression
ratio
of
7.17
Pvt.
Tatum appeared with the D/
reduction, more rugged construction
and a steering-column gearshift to 1, it bas 185 horsepower. Cylind- troit Symphonic Choir- performed
ers are larger and a new high lif\ at the piano with Geor~e Shearing
lever on one-ton models.
cam provides freer breathing. The and rendered several concerts i~
• 4. Dramatically improved comfort exhaust valve rotators, XCR valves Detroit and other Michigan cities.
for the driver through a new Ride- and chrome top piston rings are , Pvt. Tatum, as soon as his basic
Control seat, standard on cab-over- standard.
I training is completed will be asengine models and optional in all
The automatic transmission is a signed to Band School 'at Fort Riley.
other cabs.
new optional feature, available on
----0'----light- and medium-duty models. It
5. Appearance improvement with offers new driving ease and importa new, more massive radiator grille ant time saving, particularly in freand front-end design, while a one. quent-stop delivery work. The autopiece curved windshield increases matic transmission is four-speed
visibility and safety as well as add- hydra-matic design. except on the
ing to the distinction of the vehicle. sedan delivery model, on which
Dr. T. P. Dooley, Dean of the
School
of Arts and Scienc~s, stated,
6. More space for payloads and Powerglide is available. The selec"I am a firm believer in the profestor
lever
is
conveniently
mounted
on
easier loading. The body height of
sional advancement of our teachpickup, platform and stake models the steering column.
ers."
Comfort for the driver has been
has been lowered through modified
"Those persons who seek to imbody mountings. Unobstructed load- increased greatly with the new Rideprove
themselves, evidence an intering space has been lengthened on Control seat. It provides real drivest in their work, their students
er
comfort
even
on
long,
continuous
several models.
hauls. The seat and back are built and society in general," he added.
Changes in the new Chevrolet at a unit, and the back moves up
Continuing his comments, Dr.
trucks, according to the company, and down in unison with the seat Dooley referred to members of the
.. have been made to meet and antici- cushion.
School of Arts and Sciences who
pate the needs of drivers and operAs part of the new external ap- have continued their professional
ators. They are the results of sug- pearance, the hood emblem, of studies at regular intervals. Among
gestions made by users to Chevrolet bright new metal, is of new design. those mentioned were: Mr. James
:field men, and long range planning The parking lights are near the A. Randall, acting head of the Soby designers and engineers.
edges of the fenders, marking the ciology Department; Mr. Lloyd Wiltrue
width of the vehicle more liams, a member of the instructional
Most of the truck models are easier to load. In pickup bodies, al- clearly. A choice of 12 attractive staff in the Mathematics Departthough the sides are higher, the colors is available at nor extra cost. ment; and Mr. Samuel W. Davis, a
member of the instructional staff,
over-the-side loading height is less.
Education Department.
The rigid, grain-tight tail gate will
Orchids to the Physical Education
Members of the School of Arts
support long loads when lowered. Department for the purchasing of
and Sciences' staff who are conThe new Chevrolet stake bodies new equipment in the gymnasium.
tinuing their studies during the
are wider and longer. On the 161current school term are: Miss Helen
Pierson (Music Department); Miss
Elzar Levister, (Music DepartCHEVROLET SHOWS '54 TRUCKS
ment); Mr. E. D. Sheen (English
Department; and Mr. George Riley
(Division of Biology).
"The School of Arts and Sciences
is happy to have its personnel show
Completely re-ingineered to give
outstanding performance in meetjng modern hauling requirements, a
new line of 1954 Chevrolet trucks
will be introduced by dealers Saturday ( •ovember 28).

Professional Growth
Praised By Dean

NEL--Persons responsible for
the communication system's operation on the campus are: • Mary E. Fry,
chief operator; Vera Armstrong, Frankie Rig by, Edna Turner and Betty
Richards. Student as istant. are: Julia Butler, Essex Fowlks, Millie Pace
and James W. Butler.

Bonfire Brings Bright Beams To Faces
Prior to the Homecoming game,
students gathered around a giant
bonfire on the open-area located
between the gymnasium and the
field-house.
As the flames leaped high, casting shadows on the hundreds of
fellows and coeds assembled t.o give
vent to their enthusiasm about the
following day's Homecoming activities, countenances c au g h t the
gleam produced by the beams of
the firelight.
Faces, though they reflected different emotional feelings, beamed
with a peculiar smile--almost every face harbored an open grinwhich seemed to be significant.
It was as if each countenance
sought to shelter a secret, the secret being that the Panthers were
sure to whip Grambling, but only
each individual mask knew the secret for itself.
Pleasantly crisp was the night
air, and happily tense stood the
spectators as the sparks rose starw a rd sputtering, shattering,
crackling, sparkling, then fading
into nothingness-lending life to
the crouching darkness.
Cheerleaders screamed, pranced
and gyrated themselves into a morale-building frenzy as if they had
interest in their profession at any
time-during summer or regular
sessions-and many of our staff
have constantly sought growth
through travel and through study,"
Dr. Dooley concluded.

caught the gleam from the burning
brush and were forced to transmit
it to the standers-around.
Couples caught in the spell of
the fire and the night and the
crowd became engulfed in emotions other than t h o s e of the
"twain produced by opposites," and
responded to feelings born of a
deeper school loyalty than they
could have otherwise recognizedand would have been loathe to admit-had it not been for the fire.
Good ole' bonfire, may it ever
bring beams to boost our team to
better things; may it burst our
hearts with love for the good
things we enjoy in our life "on
the bill."
ALUMNUS OF PV(Continued from Page 1)
versity in Washington, D.C. He did
further work in the sociology of religion at the University of Chicago.
In 1947, Mr. Catchings began his
pastorate of the Plymouth C,:)ngregational Churc hin Washington,
D.C., where he has served until assuming his position with the National Board of the Y.M.C.A.
Mr. Catchings, the former Rose
Mae Withers, has been a National
Secretary of the Student YWCA
and was Associate Director .of the
Department of Social Welfare Federation of Churches. Mr .and Mrs.
Catchings and their seven year old
son, Lmcoln Maynard, Jr., make
their ho~e in New York City, currently.

I

J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test

"Y" LEADERSHIP(Continued from Page 1)

Distinctive front-end styling is keyed to added power and greater
ruggedness or the completely re-engineered Chevrolet trucks. Features
include new engines, optional automatic transmission, intreased tab
comfort and safety and e ier load convenience.

standing, national leaders to serve
as guest speakers during the observance.
"Prairie View looks forward eagerly each year to serving as host
to the very fine young men and women who attend the conference,"
stated the Conference Director.
In order to make their conference an unforgettablly pleasant one,
Prairie View has sought and secured the cooperation of Dr. Frank
T. Wilson, Dean of the Chapel,
Howard University, Washington,
D.C., who will serve as the conference key-noter.

bellowed Sbeedy's gal. "Those cowlicks look awful.
Why oot take the bull by the horns and get yourself some Wildroot
Cream-Oil, America's favorite hair tonic? Keeps hair combed without
greasiness. Makes you look cud-dly. Removes loose, ugly
dandruff. Relieves annoying dryness. Contains Lanolin.
Non-alcoholic. I on't cow-tow 'ti! you start using it
heifery day." Paul was udderly stuooed, so he bought
~ome Wildroot Cream-Oil for just 299'. He told his girl
the good moos a.od now they're hitched for life. So just
teer yourself down to aoy toilet goods counter for a
bottle or handy tube. And r member to ox your barber
for Wildroot Cream-Oil too. You'll be the cream of
the campu~-and that's no bull.

"Your hair'a no yoka"

* of 131 .\o. H,,rm Hill R,1.• lf illi11111s1illt, N. 1·.
ilJroot Company, lnc, Buffalo 11, N. Y.
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PV PANTHERS PARALYZE
GRAMBLING TIGERS
yarda

TH E PITTSBURGH COURIER, wraps, the Texans moved 89
Nov. 21-The Prairie View Pan- on the third period ground-gript h e r s completely dismantled the per that closed the scoring. Jact
Grambling Tigers, 32-0, in one easy Bellinger scored the finale on a 2·
lesson, to add a new sheen to their yard buck.
undefeated ~cord. The victory was
Prairie View held a 17-11 adthe eighth straight for Billy Nicks' vantage in first downs and rushed
marauding herd.
for 229 yards, while limiting GramThe bristling Panthers dispelled bling to 157.
any hope of an upset by zooming
89 yards for a score the first time
they gained possession of the ball.
The first tally was nailed down by
I have heard of the Prairie View
halfback John Payton, who rambled
rabid
football fan, even the thether
41
yards
for
the
play
which
nailed
~":ball
fan.
As f or the game of Chardown
a
six-play
assault.
time activities. Standing': Captain Joyce Stinnett;
MAJORETTES
ades,
which
we see on TV, who
As in former years, the game
Panther football squad continues to forge ahead, the seated, Willie Faye Jone , Opal Bolden, Dorothy Singlewould
think
of
it having its P. V.
produced
more
than
its
share
of
seven "twirlers" above lend their support during half• ton, Jean Clark, Shirlye Woodard and Juanita DeRouen,
thrills and s u d d e n changes, but fans?
Well, the members of the PhysiPrairie View kept a firm hand on
cal Education Practice Class (221)
the tiller.
under the instruction of Coach
The Panthers sputtered in the
McKinnis, are more than loyal
final two periods, but it was obfans; they even play the game,
vious the Nick's squad was just
The Panther is cooperating in an the past 30 years.
and brother! they take their CharOn more than seven hundred
marking time. Operating under
initial
survey
to
locate
all
former
All former scouts and scouters
American college campuses, World
ades seriously.
University S er vice - formerly scouts and scouters of the Pasa- effected by this initial survey are
The game of Charades is played
World Student Service Fund, Inc.- dena-San Gabriel Valley, Califor- requested to send their name, preson the basis of pantomine.
has begun its fall drive for half nia Council, Boy Scouts of Amer- ent address and former troop afThe fellows give the title of a
filiation to:
a million dollars to aid needy uni- ica.
movie, book, song or even a quoThe purpose of this survey is
versities overseas.
Matt Grandon, Survey Chairtation. Sounds simple, doesn't it?
In a letter addres ed to all col- to measure, through a subsequent
man
But the irony in the whole thing
Although the PANTHERS are
lege presidents in the United questionnaire, the benefits a boy
Boy Scouts of America
way out front in the Southwest, i that the title cannot be told by
tates, WUS Chairman Dr. Buell receives in his earlier scouting
P. 0 . Box 3033A
the national race is a close one. word-of-mouth, it must be done
Go rd o n Gallagher, President of years as measured by advantages
Pasadena 3, California
Anyone can win. At this point, by gesture and signs. Nor can one
City College in New York, appealed gained in adult life-because of his
----0----Florida A. and M. is rated num- word be omitted.
for administration backing to stu- Scouting experiences.
Example: "The eyes and ears of
ber one; Southern is rated numCAMPUS SELECTIVE
dent and f aculty efforts on behalf
This is the "follow through" on
ber two; and Prairie View is hold- the world."
of WUS.
ERVICE INFORMATION ing place number three in the na- Can you give this quotation by
everything the Boy Scout Program
Funds contributed to World Uni- was intended to accomplish and the
gesture? If not come down to the
For information regarding de- tional football standings.
versity Service will go to support findings compiled will be turned ferments and registration for SeLincoln (Mo.), Tennessee, Mary- P. Ed. 221 on Thursday at 10:00
projects in student lodging and over to the National Council.
lecthe Service, interested persons land State, Morgan, Texas South- a.m. and watch the fellows play the
thing, including assistance to the
Over 75,000 boys tlave been pro - may inquire of H. E. Fuller, Dean ern, Clark and Bethune-Cookman game of CHARADES.
building of hostels, common rooms, cessed through the Scouting Pro- of Men, Administration Building, occupy the remaining seven posiBy the way you will have to ask
and canteens, aid to student cooper- gram in this ~ one Council during Second Floor.
fo1· permission for class visitation.
tions in the order named.
atives, and pr ovision of supplementa ry food and clothing; student health, including assistance to
t he establishment of health services, clinics, a nd sanatoria, and the
BRAKE
e GENERAL MOTOR REP AIR
prov1s1on of medical supplies and
~quipment ; educational equipment,
BODY WORK e
• PAINTING
including texts, laboratory equipment, and other study aids; refuWHEEL ALIGNMENT
IGNITION SYSTEMS
!l"ee services, in the form of grants
We Appreciate Your Patronage
and scholarships, emergency aid,
Adjoining Lindsey's Blacksmith Shop
a nd some emigration possibilities;
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXA
a nd m u t u al education, including
PHONE 80
. pecific educational projects, such

CHARADES

-~·:;~

World University
ervice Opens
Fall Drive

__

:,,

SURVEYSTUDIES EFFECTS OF BOY
SCOUTING ON ADULT LIFE

Panthers Rated In
National Standing

UPER-SAVE FOOD MARKET

L & L GARAGE

•

Competitive Prices - Quality Merchandise

•

.......

.
1

a s research, seminars, educational • - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --•--- - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - -- - - - - - - -- - - travel, c o 11 e g e affiliation, and ◄◄• •~~~~~•◄ffl◄ffl◄◄.~◄••◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄4440◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄-◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄•◄◄◄•◄◄~◄ffl◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄~◄◄◄◄◄◄~◄◄◄◄◄f◄◄◄◄U◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄U◄◄◄◄◄◄◄~~◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄◄UU◄◄◄◄W.◄
~
cholarships.
Student needs continue to be des- ~
perate in many parts of the world.
In urging support fo1· the WUS ~
!
appeal "to help students help them-

...

!~ ;

f

selves," Dr. Gallagher particularly
t:d~:~h~;ve!:p o~-~~:er~~y ;ol~:intt!

:.::r.:-::'-:.:,;•.;:~:... '

=
i
...•
=

vital ~
It is the first time that an appeal will be launched for "World 1
University Service" on American i

cam u ea, ince the organization- •
'Tl t i I this s u m m e r as !~:i~. .
"kno,
W 11 tiStudent
Service Fund, Inc." :
just begun operations under
i ts new name.
World Student Service Fund was
created in 1937 to meet student ~~:
needs resulting from the JapaneseChinese war. After the second
World War, it became associated •
0
1
i~:~;:t ~:~;7ic: iatn~ _I;;:;~;ti;:~
dent Relief (now combined to form i
World University Service) and expanded its operations to include i
the university communities of Europe, South Asia, the Far East, and i
the Middle East. Work is being initiated in Africa this year for the Ii
first time.
World University Service in the i

=

CA Mp U S M E N
w I L L A p p R E CI A T E T H E

CL OT H I N G VA L U E S A T

DUKE'S MAN' s
SHOP
L.

i
If
f

DROP IN AT DUKE'S
AND SATISFACTION
IS CERTAIN

!

United
States cooperates with
U 1 ESCO , in pr Om O ti On of the Ii
UNESCO-WUS Gift Coupon Plan,

i

·

309 TRAVIS STREET
HOUSTON 2, TEXAS

"Tailored - To - Measure'
Suits, Slacks, Jackets and Shirts

Ii

!
!

i

1
9
i

I:~

!

~,
...

I

nd with CARE, particularly in i
appealing for funds to send CARE i
food and clothing packages to the
war-devastated univ er sit i es of i
... outh Korea. More than $'26,000
wa raised bv WU
for Korea i
la. t ·ear.
·
~

i
i

·

•1
I

i

i

f-~!

::

i

!
i
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1953 Season Record

View
View
View
View
View
View
View
View

21
40
61
32

27
34

32
27

Fort Hood
......... .
Bishop ............................... .
Jackson ...................... ..
Wiley
...................... ..
Morris Brown . . .. .. .
Arkansas ........................ ..
Grambling
.............. .
Langston ...................... .

6

19
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Know Your Football Squad !

O and watch the class at work.
0
What I saw was this-students
standing on their head ; walking

15 on their hands, performing

fo1·-

6 ward and backwa1·d rolls, and exe0 cuting flips in mid-air.
O Then there was apparatus upon

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - which val'ious positions could be assumed. For instance, there were
CHESTERFIELD
the parallel bars (where I saw
REPRESENTATIVE
the students doing a "straddle-seatNew York, N. Y.-Clearon Mantravel"; the dip; shoulder stand).
By "C"
or has been appointed Chesterfield
Too, there was a piece of equipcampus representative at Prairie
WhHe visiting the gymnasium rnent referred to as a Side Horse;
View, it was announced here to- the other morning, I was shocked anothe1· was called the Horizontal
day by the Campus Merchandising out of my wits! Could be, of course, Bar. Last, but by no means least,
Bureau, Inc.
that I am no wit to begin with. j there was that trampoline (the
He was chosen from applicants Nevertheless, shock for me is a I thing that had caused me to think
throughout the country to repre- catastrophe. Immediately, I placed I had lost my wits) upon which
sent Chesterfield cigarettes, first the blame for my catastrophe on students were executing the "feet
choice with America's college men my homecoming activities, but sub- bounce," hands-and-knees drop, seat
and women. The position will mean sequently, a class in Anatomy and drop, front drop and back drop.
valuable experience in merchandis- Physiology under the instruction Boy! what a show!!
ing, advertising, and public rela- of Mr. C. H. Nicholas convinced
Then I realized that this was no
tions, as the student representative nie that a man "flying in mid-air" show-it was you n g men and
gets on-the-job training in conduct- was possible.
young women learning the various
ing a sales promotion program.
What I had seen was a student skills in gymnastics. Such knowlMr. Manor is a native of Austin; working out on the trampoline un- edge helps them to develop their
a senior majoring in Agricultural der the instruction and supervision bodies, muscularly; learn coordinaEconomics and Ru r a 1 Sociology; of Dr. John C. Mitchem. I was tion; give them the information
and a member of the journalism prompted to take a seat in the and practice necessary to teach
class associated with publishing the rear of the gymnasium (since I others the skills; and above all,
had no class until 10:00 o'clock), it gives the observer an appreciaPANTHER.

The Flying
Scotchman

I

WHO THEY ARE
LEFT ENDS: Charles Wright, Billy Howard, Melvin Sn.fth,
Olen Mooring, Clarence Ludd.
LEFT TACKLES: Elijah Childers, Willie Range, Calvin Hubert
LEFT GUARDS: Harry Wright, Henry Fluckus, Calvin Edwards.
CENTERS: Willie Wynn, Walter Williams, A. C. Stephen ·on,
Winfrey Cooper.
RIGHT GUARDS: T. J. Franklin, Algianon Jeffro, Edward
Smith, Willie Thomas.
RIGHT TACKLES: Leonard Robinson, Ferrel Randall, Harold
Dawson.
RIGHT ENDS: Charles Haywood, Chester Hancock, Luke
Austin, Haron Tibbs.
QUARTERBACKS: Charlie Brackins, Gene Cannon, Leon
Brooks.
LEFT HALFS: Johnny Price, John Payton, Manual King,
Abner Darby.
RIGHT HALFS: William Clark, Ed. Roberts, Early Overstreet, Harlee McKinney.
FULLBACKS: Jack Bellinger, Curtis Barber, William Freeman, Harold Campbell.
tion for the beautiful and the artistic. Perhaps more than ever I
began at that moment to appreciate the Department of Physical
Education here at dear 'ole P. V.
Hats off! to the gymnast-in-

charge and the class. I'm glad I
saw the "Flying Scotchman."
In the next issue of the PANTHER. I hope to let you know
what I saw when I visited the class
in dance.

CHOICE OF YOUNG AMERICA
r:o■

THE

,1,rH STRAIGHT YEAR -

CHESTERFIELD
IS THE LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES •••
by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in
more than 800 college co-ops and campus
stores from coast to coast. Yes, for the
fifth straight year Chesterfield is the
college favorite.

CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY
CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF
OF LOW NICOTINE, HIGHEST QUALITY
,,
The country's six leading brands were
analyzed-chemically-and Chesterfield
was found low in nicotine-highest
in quality.

-

